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1. Original OVOP (One Village One Product)
a) OVOP ideas and policies developed in Oita in Japan from the 

original and extended OVOP to the new and future OVOP

2. New OVOP (Interaction between rural and urban) 
a) Framework of OVOP (Analytical approach: Purpose, movement and 

policy; common factors and unique factors) 
b) Parallel OVOP movement in future (Urban access to rural through 

agricultural products and natural surroundings)

3. Advanced Interactive Global OVOP of Non-agriculture Products and 
Manufactures

a) Murayama’s Approach of Globally Interactive OVOP (MAGIO) 
b) Strategy to strengthen SME’s access to global markets through the 

APEC global OVOP (An Analogy according to MAGIO)

OVOP Products to the World
(Slide 2 in the handout)

(Slide 3,4,5)

(Slide 6)

(Slide 7)

(Slide 9)

(Slide 10)

(Slide 8)

(Rural community development based 
on primary-industry products)

(Regionally original products in 
interactive markets)



Parallel OVOP movement in future (Urban access to 
rural through agricultural products and natural surroundings)

Extended OVOPOriginal OVOP

New OVOP

Mainly rural economic development

Mainly regional characterization

Mainly urban cultural diversity

(rural access to urban)

(exchange of information)

(urban access to rural)

New OVOP interaction movement
between rural and urban

1. Promotion of regional special 
products (agricultural processed 
products) 
2. One Village One Product Fund 
(awarding people and groups with 
remarkable achievements in the 
movement by donations from private 
sectors) 
3. Sales promotion (product fairs and 
antenna shops in urban areas)

1. Human resources Development  in Toyo-no-kuni 
School (some local people who have succeeded in 
the movement are lectures.)
2. Introduction of OVOP movement to overseas 
(shearing OVOP information internationally and 
rural people’s awakening  to international market)

Kansai Airport

First generation’s 
shop and Industry

Third generation’s  
antenna shop and inn

Ministry of Economy, 
Trade and Industry

City Office of Commerce and Industry

Rural life improvement 
policy by Ministry of 
Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries

(Slide 7)



3. Advanced Interactive Global OVOP of 
Non-agriculture Products and Manufactures

The “Gifu Initiative”, the 17th APEC SME Ministerial Meeting Joint 
Statement (Gifu,Japan,2-3 October, 2010):

Supporting SMEs to take advantage of each locality’s domestic and 
regional resources to develop high value-added products, and to sell to 
the global marketplace, through the global “One Village One Product”.

(The goal of  the APEC Global OVOP project)
To build capacity of the government and private sectors in finding and 

utilizing potential regional resources; adding regional products higher 
values; and enabling those products to be sold in global markets.

(Points for discussion regarding the global OVOP)
What is high value-added products to sell in OVOP global markets?: 

Spiritual originality that is attractive to customers is necessary.
Spiritually attractive originality refers to an OVOP “story” for people living 

outside of the OVOP region to encounter and experience the unknown 
world by purchasing the OVOP product.

(Slide 8)
(Technological originality expected in the global market is not essential in OVOP markets.)



Murayama’s Approach of Globally Interactive 
OVOP (MAGIO)

MAGIO is useful for the APEC global OVOP to consider how to find and 
promote high value-added products to sell in the OVOP global market.

(1) The significance of MAGIO regarding high value-added products
MAGIO emphasizes the importance for people to encounter and experience 

the unknown world through OVOP products.
MAGIO focuses on spiritual originality of regional culture, so to speak, an 

attractive story shared for nationwide or global interaction, accompanied 
with physical originality of regional goods, in a way, a possible and 
acceptable quality shared for nationwide or global interaction.

In other words, high value-added OVOP products are recognized to have the 
possibility of interaction between producers and customers with an original 
story and an original quality based on regional resources.

(2) The feature of the globally interactive OVOP market
According to MAGIO’s focus on the originality, both producers and customers 

in the interactive market may not behave collectively but individually in 
mature culture.

According to MAGIO’s emphasis on the unknown world, the accessibility to 
attractive stories in the market may be prepared  through a network. 

(Slide 9)



Strategy to strengthen SME’s access to global 
markets through the APEC global OVOP 
(An Analogy according to MAGIO)

The important role of two engines, SME and APEC, for the global OVOP
SME, like a writer of  an “attractive OVOP story” novel with “acceptable 

standard of quality”, creates the OVOP product with spiritual originality of 
regional culture based on regional resources. (The individual originality  
of SME is suitable for this role in stead of a collective originality of a big 
company.)

APEC, like a books-distributor developing a sales market, cultivates a 
market network among APEC economies for customers to encounter 
and experience the unknown world through OVOP products. (The 
accessibility to attractive stories thorough a network is expected for the 
APEC role.)

An APEC economy government, like a publisher of planning and editing a 
novel, finds attractive possibility of spiritual originality and advises to 
promote physical originality by marketing. (This is a key role between the 
two engines.) 

The MAGIO analogy suggests to answer the questions who, what and how 
to do for high value-added products to be sold in OVOP global markets 
through the APEC strategy of the global OVOP.                   

(Slide 10)



The principal success factor of OVOP targeting global market: 
Branding an “attractive OVOP story” on the product

The story based on the factors in the analytical approach of the new OVOP
Purpose: Diversity of society, Mutual understanding
Movement: Cultural aspects, Interactive behavior
Policy: Characterizing regional originality, Cooperation beyond region

The originality of the story to make people encounter and experience the 
unknown world

Spiritually high value-added attractiveness on regional resources produces 
originality of SMEs against big companies.

An original story of a SME differentiates its OVOP product from similar 
products.

Comprehensive strategy to make a story in relation to regional community 
strengthens SME in the national and the world market of mature people 
and societies. 

(Slide 11)
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The originality of the attractive OVOP story

The cooperative strategy of SME variety

http://www.google.co.jp/imgres?imgurl=http://image.space.rakuten.co.jp/lg01/24/0001114424/58/img73803073zikbzj.jpeg&imgrefurl=http://shop.plaza.rakuten.co.jp/ee-shopping/diary/detail/201107250000/&usg=__tpwXdUzCke5l1E7Pg_8wEjTgJ14=&h=404&w=575&sz=35&hl=ja&start=21&zoom=1&tbnid=vGrUfTDuEU9ItM:&tbnh=94&tbnw=134&ei=I-veTpfoAeKKmQXR9pCRBQ&prev=/images%3Fq%3D%25E3%2581%2584%25E3%2581%2584%25E3%2581%25A1%25E3%2581%2593%2B%25E3%2583%259D%25E3%2582%25B9%25E3%2582%25BF%25E3%2583%25BC%26hl%3Dja%26sa%3DX%26gbv%3D2%26rlz%3D1W1GWYH_ja%26tbm%3Disch&itbs=1
http://www.google.co.jp/imgres?imgurl=http://image.space.rakuten.co.jp/lg01/24/0001114424/58/img73803073zikbzj.jpeg&imgrefurl=http://shop.plaza.rakuten.co.jp/ee-shopping/diary/detail/201107250000/&usg=__tpwXdUzCke5l1E7Pg_8wEjTgJ14=&h=404&w=575&sz=35&hl=ja&start=21&zoom=1&tbnid=vGrUfTDuEU9ItM:&tbnh=94&tbnw=134&ei=I-veTpfoAeKKmQXR9pCRBQ&prev=/images%3Fq%3D%25E3%2581%2584%25E3%2581%2584%25E3%2581%25A1%25E3%2581%2593%2B%25E3%2583%259D%25E3%2582%25B9%25E3%2582%25BF%25E3%2583%25BC%26hl%3Dja%26sa%3DX%26gbv%3D2%26rlz%3D1W1GWYH_ja%26tbm%3Disch&itbs=1


(Takayamashi Kannkoka) 
(Hida Woodworking Federation)



(The institute of Vietnam hand craft work)

(Google website)

(Meari)
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